egoism,
not academic interest in animal
rights per see
Certainly, careerism and
opportunism may contribute in significant
ways to the threat of enervation which these
habits of thought present, but to point out
additional causative factors is in no way to
rebut the claims made in my article.
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Philosophers, of all people, should not
be super-sensitive to criticism, since their
aim is (or should be) to subordinate themselves to the truth.
It is a minor misfortune when their debate takes on the acrirronious tone of a qua=el.
But it is a far
greater misfortune whan philosophical champions of the irmocent fall out over what
motivates their selfless involvements.
Nonhuman
animals, as the most irmocent and
vulnerable "minority" on earth, need all the
help they can get--from academics and activists alike.
But that support must not be
purchased at the cost of accepting arguments
which ultimately undermine their interests.
As Jamieson says, it is obtaining justice for
animals which should be our sole and guiding
concern.

John Stockwell
'!he Schweitzer Center
Quite a number of people have given
consideration to the possibility of the existence of life on the moon, or on other planets in our solar system, in other solar systems of this galaxy, or in other galaxies.
Some of this consideration is relatively
ordered dialogue in the mainstream of science.
Even without taking note of the other
literature (imaginative, scientific, or "occult" ) , there has been Bracewell's Intelligent Life in Outer Space and Shkloviskii 's,
and Sagan's Intelligent Life in the Universe.
'!here has even been a politically aware movement for Space Migration Now.
'!he arguments made for the existence of
"extra-terrestrial" life are frequently both
novel and surprisingly sound (for those among
us who from our childhood may remember the
range
of "impossibilities"
implicit
in
"crying for the moon," but which have since
then been quite overturned). In most instances, however, the discourse has taken its way
constrained between two alternatives:
(1)
are there microbes hidden in the soil of
Mars, the moon, or beneath some rock, and (2)
is there somewhere, if evidently not on any
of the other planets in our solar system,
higher life?
"Higher life" usually means
life like us, i.e., capable of communicating
with us, or even more intelligent (capable of
sh9wing us the error of some or all of our
ways and guiding us toward peace), or more
spiritual (perhaps "fully realized beings").
'!here is another question often being asked,
too: are we alone in the universe? For some
other inquirers, perhaps, the finding of life
in extra-terrestrial space confirms their
atheism, showing life to have material cause.
And there are other ramifications that get
considered.
The cosmonauts, we can recall,
found no god while on their orbital journeys.

PROTECT YOUR PET
With over 200,000 pets registered,
PET SWITCHBOARD is the nationwide Pet
Emergency Protection Service.
Operated by one of the world's largest
Toll Free Telephone Answering Services, PET SWITCHBOARD is available
to you 24 hours a day, 365 days a
year!
If ever your pet is lost,
stolen, found, or injured, the person
in possession of your pet can call
the PET SWITCHBOARD toll free from
anywhere in the U.S.!
And when. you
call,
you'll get up-to""iJ.ate info
concerning your pet (if it has been
provided).
To receive more information on the
benefits of PET SWITCHBOARD, write
today!
As a bonus, receive information on how you can get THOUSANDS of
items, such as books, film, cassette
tapes, groceries, absolutely FREE,
with no cost or obligation to you.
DAC, P.O. Box 98062, Atlanta, GA
30359.

Although of late there has been a lull
in exploration, during the past two decades
we have been witnessing the entry of humans
into evolutionary/environmental niches likely
BE'lWEEN THE SPECIES
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